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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this work is to valorize the grapefruit bark by their use in the inhibition of the scaling power of hard natural waters. 

Knowing that the grapefruit bark witch forms 60% of this citrus fruit is released into the environment as waste. The drilling of Bounouara 

represents a reserve of imperishable water and constitutes an alternative solution to cover the great need of water in the region of the south 
east of the wilaya of constantine. But the major disadvantage of this water like most of subterranean waters, which it is of a very high 

hardness of 58°F. This hardness entails inevitable and undesirable technical and economic consequences by the formation of compact and 

adherent deposits on the walls of domestic and industrial installations. In order to find inhibitors used for the treatment of natural hard 
waters intended for consumption (drinking water), our study concerns the softening of hard Bounouara water by grapefruit bark as a natural 

scaling inhibitor. Chronoamerometric study showed that 0.75g/L of grapefruit bark is sufficient to establish a total inhibition of the scaling 

power of Bounouara hard water even if the temperature increases in summer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In our country, as in the rest of the world, the growing demand for water, due to population growth and 

rising living standards, water scarcity and the desire for sustainable development, calls for new sources of water. 

Among other things, groundwater, which represents an imperishable water reserve, is an alternative solution to 

deal with this shortage. Pumping groundwater is also necessary to cover a large part of the enormous water 

requirements but unfortunately most of these underground waters are of high hardness. Bounouara drilling, the 

site of our study is known as an important water resource, which supplies the whole southeast region of the 

wilaya of Constantine with drinking water and also used for industrial and agronomic settlements. The major 

disadvantage of this water is that it has a very high hardness of the order of 58°F. 

The high hardness of the Bounouara water causes inevitable and undesirable consequences by the formation 

of compact and adherent deposits on the metallic or non-metallic surfaces of the domestic or industrial 

installations [1], an anti-scale treatment to reduce this hardness is necessary. On the other hand, citrus peels such 

as grapefruit form 60% of the fruits are released in the form of waste and form a very important ecological 

problem. The valorization of grapefruit bark in the treatment of hard waters provides a better solution to reduce 

the hardness of the waters with an ecological, natural and food inhibitor. 

Chronoamperometry method [2], [3] is used on the one hand to determine the scaling power of Bounouara 

raw water and on the other hand to evaluate the inhibitor effect used on the scaling power of Bounouara water as 
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a function of the variation in the concentration of the natural inhibitor used. The chronoamperometric study 

shows that: 

The time of scaling of the Bounouara raw water tE is of 9.16 min at source temperature (20°C). This value 

decreases by increasing of the temperature. So the hard waters become more scaling in the high temperatures. 

The application of the treatment on Bounouara water showed that the total inhibition of the hardness 

requires the addition of 0.75g/L of grapefruit bark even by increasing the temperature from 20°C to 40°C. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 

2.1. Preparation of grapefruit peel extract: 

Grapefruit peels were collected in spring season from fresh peel of Citrus Mitidja plains area, a region in 

the north of Algeria. The grapefruit peel fruits are peeled, dried and ground into powder. The extraction was 

performed by adding 100 ml of boiling distilled water to 5g of bark and leaving them for 15 min to infusion 

extracted with a paper filter of 0.5mm of porosity is a filtered, thus obtaining an extract of 5% (mass/volume) 

and passed to electrochemical tests [4]. 

 

2.2. Principle of the Chronoamperometric method: 

The electrochemical techniques are founded on the controlled formation of calcium carbonate deposit on a 

working electrode through the electrochemical reduction of the dissolved oxygen [2, 5] (R1). Potential is 

imposed to a negatively value (-1V/ECS). Hydroxyl groups, which are generated by this reaction, induce a 

strong increase of the pH in the immediate and involving the formation of CO3
-2 (R2) .The solubility product 

(Ca2+)(CO3
2-) therefore increases there is precipitation of CaCO3 (R3) on the electrode which becomes 

insulating.  

O2 + 2H2O + 4e   4OH-          (1) 

OH-  +  HCO3
-
  CO3

2- + H2O         (2) 

Ca2+   +  CO3
2-
  CaCO3(s)         (3) 

 

2. 3. Equipment used: 

Accelerated scaling is an electrochemical technical which determines the power scaling of water by 

controlled precipitation of calcium carbonate [2, 6]. The chronoamperometric experiments were performed in 

the natural water of Bounouara using a classical three-electrode cell. The working electrode is made of Steel 

XC10 with 1.00 cm2 area. The electrode surface was polished with silicon carbide paper (P #400), rinsed 

thoroughly with pure water and carefully dried. Potential was measured versus the reference saturated calomel 

electrode (SCE). A platinum electrode was used as counter electrode and a potentiostat was connected to the 

three electrodes. Work temperature was maintained using a double glass wall recipient. Its large volume (500 

ml) allowed avoiding a significant variation of species concentration during the formation of the deposit [7].  

 

 
Fig. 1: Chronoamperometry experimental device. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3. 1. Water quality of Bounouara: 

The composition of the water of Bounouara is given in the Table 1. It shows that the considered water of 

Bounouara is mineral-bearing and present important hardness. 

 

 

1-Pilot computer equipped with software 

2-Potentiostat-galvanostat 

3-Cover electrode holder 

4-Door plug-sample 

5-Platinum electrode 

6- Working electrode 

7- Reference electrode 

8- Thermostatted cell  

9- Magnet bar  

10-Magnetic stirrer 
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Table 1:Qualities of raw water of Bounouara 

Paramètre Water of  Bounouara 

T, °C 
pH 

CE, mS/cm 

O2 dissolved mg/L 
Oxygen consumed by the organic matter (mg/L) 

HCO3
-, mg/L 

TH, mg/L CaCO3 
Ca2+, mg/L 

Mg2+, mg/L 

Cl-, mg/L 
SO4

2-  mg/L 

20 
7.2 

1.787 

8 
1.53 

396 

580 
192 

38.4 

189 
29.41 

 

3. 2. Chronoamperometric Study of raw water of Bounouara: 

To determine the scaling power of raw water of Bounouara, we used the electrochemical method of 

accelerated scaling to a negative potential imposed at (-1V) relative to a calomel reference electrode saturated 

KCl. The progressive occupancy of the metal surface by the insulating layer reduces the current intensity down 

to zero for a fully compact layer or to a small value for a porous layer. Therefore, the time variations of the 

current intensity (chronoamperometric method) can be used empirically as an indicator of the scaling rate [2, 5, 

6, 8]. Fig (2) shows the shape of the Chronoamperometric curve of raw water of Bounouara. From this curve, 

we can determine: *the scaling time (tE) of raw water of Bounouara which is 9.17min. The residual current (IR) 

of raw water of Bounouara which is 16.64µA. 
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Fig. 2: Chronoamperometric curve of Bounouara raw water at 20°C. 

 

According Ledion [2], Recognizing that the hardness of the Bounouara water is 58°F. We can classify the 

scaling power of Bounouara water by scaling time and the scaling index of raw water of this source. The index 

of scaling is defined by:  

𝐼𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛−1 =1000/(min) 

• 100 <IE< 1000: extremely scale-forming water.  

• 15 <IE< 100: very scale-forming water.  

• 5 <IE< 15: medium scale-forming water.  

• 0.5 <IE< 5: slightly scale-forming water.  

As water of Bounouara present time scaling tE of 9.17min, calculating of the scaling index gave a value of 

109 min-1. So we can classify Bounouara water as extremely scale-forming water. 

 

3. 3. Effect of temperature on the raw water of Bounouara: 

The accelerated scaling tests using the water of Bounouara at various temperatures (10°C, 20°C, 30°C, 

40°C and 60°C), gave the chronoamperometric curves of the (Fig 3). From the slope of the linear part of the 

curves and according to the work of Boulahlib-Bendaoud [7], it can be concluded that the scaling rate increases 

with temperature; it results of both the increase of the oxygen reduction rate [8] and the decrease of the CaCO3 

solubility. For this, the scaling time decreases from 29.16 to 4 min when the work temperature increases from 

10°C to 60°C (Table 2). 
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Fig. 3: Chronoamperometric curve of Bounouara raw water at different temperatures. 

 

According to the pace of accelerated scaling curves registered at different temperatures of the raw water of 

Bounouara, time scaling decreased by increasing of the temperature (Table 2). Here, it could be noted that the 

more significant effect of temperature was registered between 10°C and 20°C. Indeed, a sharply decrease of the 

scaling time from 29.16 to 9.17 min and increase of the scaling index from 34.29 to 109.17 min−1 were founded 

(Table 2). Raising the temperature increases the speed of oxygen reduction reaction and the chemical 

precipitation of tartar.  

 
Table 2: Time scaling, residual current and the index scaling of the chronoamperometric curves of Bounouara water at different 

temperatures. 

 

Raw water of  
Bounouara 

Temperature tE (min) IR.106 (A) IE (min-1) = 1000/tE (min) 

10°C 29.16 22.69 34.29 

20°C 17.5 19.27 57.14 

30°C 9.17 16.64 109.17 

40°C 5 15.27 200 

60°C 4 10 250 

 

3. 4. Treatment of Water of Bounouara: 

In order to treat Bounouara water and to reduce its power scaling, water of Bounouara was treated with 

natural product: peel of grapefruit at increasing concentrations and we operate a chronoamperometric study to 

evaluate the inhibitory effect of treatment at two temperatures 20°C and 40°C (Figures 4 and 5). The choice of 

the temperature of 20°C and 40°C is to determine the effective concentration of the treatment at source 

temperature, and even when the temperature increases during the summer season when the scaling power of 

water becomes more pronounced. The study of these chronoamperometric curves shows that the addition of 

0.075 g/L of grapefruit peel  in Bounouara water at 20°C, the scaling time increases to the value of 11.66 min 

with respect to time scaling of the raw water at 20°C (tE = 9.17 min). As against, adding of grapefruit peel to 

water of Bounouara at 40°C shows that this inhibitor begins to retard scale formation by increasing the time 

scaling to the value of 12.46 min with respect to time scaling of the raw water at 40°C (tE = 5 min) from an 

addition 0.15 g/L. The values of the time scaling, the residual current and scaling index of each scaling 

accelerated test of the water of Bounouara treated by grapefruit peel inhibitor at two differente temperatures 

20°C and 40°C are summarized in (Table 3). 
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Fig.5: Chronoamperometric curves of Bounouara 

water treated with different concentrations of 

grapefruit peel at temperature of  40°C. 

 

Fig. 4: Chronoamperometric curves of Bounouara 

water treated with different concentrations of 

grapefruit peel at temperature of  20°C. 
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Based on the scaling time and residual current values derived from the accelerated scaling curves on 

Bounouara water treated with grapefruit bark (Tables 3), we found that scaling time increases with the increase 

of the inhibitor concentration until the total inhibition where it becomes infinite (the calcium carbonate no 

longer adheres to the steel electrode) and the residual current varies with the increase in scaling time and this 

variation depends on the quantity of the scale deposited on the working electrode. We can say that the addition 

of natural inhibitor reduce the scaling power of water of Bounouara at very low concentrations of additions even 

in low temperatures.  

 
Table 3: Time scaling, the residual current and index scaling of chronoamperometric curves of Bounouara water treated with different 

concentrations of grapefruit peel at temperatures of 20°C and 40°C. 

 

 
Bounouara water  + 

grapefruit peel at 20°C 

Concentration of grapefruit peel 

(g/L) 

tE  (min) IR .10-6 (A) i=1000/tE(min) 

00 9.16 16.64 109.17 

0.075 11.66 52.58 85.76 

0.125 16 63 62.5 

0.25 19.66 77 50.86 

0.5 21.66 91.22 46.16 

0.75 ∞ 350 - 

Bounouara water  + 

grapefruit peel at 40°C 

00 5 19.27 200 

0.15 12.46 63.68 80.25 

0.5 17.83 75.77 56.08 

0.75 20.5 54 48.78 

1 ∞ 396.5 - 

 

The application of treatment of Bounouara water with grapefruit peel inhibitor increases the scaling time 

from the addition of concentration of 0.075 g/L at source temperature 20°C and 0.15g/L at 40°C. So, it is clearly 

remarkable that the effective concentration of the inhibitor increases relatively as a function of temperature, 

because when the temperature increases with 100%, the concentration of the inhibitor must be doubled from 

0.075 g/L to 0.15 g/L (100%) to achieve treatment efficacy. 

The mode of action of natural inhibitor on the inhibition of CaCO3 was to proved by Frederic Ceo [9] who 

used the of origin citrus citrate molecules to protect against the formation of calcium carbonate in the renal 

system of the human body.  Frederic Ceo has shown that the citrate molecule existing in the grapefruit peel and 

in all citrus react with calcium ions to form calcium citrate as a cyclic and bi-molecular complex (structure of 

Figure 6).  

 

 
Fig. 6: Structural form of calcium citrate complex [9] 

 

Tlili [10] and most of the work subsequent, the citrus ions are selectively adsorbed on the growth sites of 

calcium carbonate crystals therefore; they slow down or block the precipitation of calcium carbonate [10]. In the 

case of high temperature (40°C), the solubility of all salts increases and the treatment of hard water needs of the 

higher concentration of inhibitors. 

 

Conclusion: 

From the results obtained in this study:  

-The use of the chronoamperometric method may characterize the scaling power of Bounouara water at 

different temperatures, raw or treated with natural grapefruit peel as scaling inhibitor. 

-The chronoamperometric study of the raw water of Bounouara at the source temperature 20°C shows that 

this water has a scaling time tE of 9.17min and a index scaling iEof 109.17min-1 and by consequent Bounouara 

water is classified as extremely scale-forming water. 

-The increase in the temperature supports the precipitation of calcium carbonate, the time of scaling 

becomes shorter and water becomes harder. This results of both the increase of the oxygen reduction rate and 

the decrease of the CaCO3 solubility. 
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-The treatment of scaling of Bounouara water by natural inhibitor grapefruit peel at the source temperature 

20°C and at 40°C increases considerably the time scaling relative to the time scaling of the raw water. This is 

the delay of the formation of scaling by the effect of inhibitor. The concentrations of grapefruit peel increase in 

water of Bounouara, the scaling power is reduced to total inhibition.  

-The inhibitory effect of grapefruit peel on water of Bounouara at a temperature of 20°C starting from the 

concentration of 0.075 g/L, and total inhibition is reached at a concentration of o.75 g/L.  

-The treatment of Bounouara water at temperature of 40°C by the same inhibitor shows that the use of 

concentrations of 0.15 g/L of grapefruit peel can not completely inhibit the formation of calcium carbonate; 

scaling inhibition can be achieved at an addition of 1 g/L. So the treatment of the scale of hard water of 

Bounouara with natural grapefruit peel is more effective at low temperatures with a low concentration, against at 

higher temperatures, the scale inhibition of hard water is applicable that 'at very high concentrations of inhibitor. 

- The grapefruit peel inhibitor effect is more pronounced in the case of low temperatures. So the grapefruit 

peel recovery in treating hard water is a better solution to reduce the risk of tartar and for environmental 

protection. 
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